Thoughtful, with simplicity ($L = 56-60$)

SOPRANO

ALTO

We pray for blessings, We pray for peace,

comfort for family, prayer...
We pray for healing while we sleep.

TENOR

We pray for prosperity.

BASS

We pray for Your gentle grace to bless everyone.
And all the while, You hear our ev'ry prayer

and love us all the time and give us

keep the syncopation fluid, not punched

all good things. 'Cause sometimes your blessings come through rain -
- drops?  

- we spend in prayer is what it takes to know You're near.

What if pain in this...
Life is Your blessing in disguise

More movement \((d = 60-64)\)

We pray for wisdom,
Your voice to hear,
and we seek your presence when we cannot feel You near. We know Your goodness, we know Your love.
and see every promise from Your Word is quite enough.

And all the while, You hear our every prayer.

and knew that we have faith to believe.
'Cause sometimes your blessings come through raindrops. Sometimes our healing comes through tears. Sometimes the hours we spend in prayer is what it takes to know. You're near.
What if pain in this life is Your

blessing in disguise?

When life is too much when peace inside—
Our faith reminds this heart that
is hard to find

All is well, all is well with God

All is well with God
'Cause sometimes Your blessings come through rain...

- drops

Sometimes Your healing comes through tears

loco
Sometimes the hours we spend in prayer
is what it takes to know You're near.

What if my greatest disappointments are the
times I learned to trust and revealing of a great

er truth this world will demonstrate

the rain, the storms,

What if pain of this life,
the hardest nights, are Your blessings in disguise?
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*Alternate lyrics.